Space Names
My name is Sky Yellow! My name is Jetpack Astronaut! My name is Giant
Computer Fireball! My name is Princess Blue! Have no fear, Meteo-Visor is here!
My name is Mercury Luna Fire! My name is Incredi-Saturn! My name is Diamond
Teleport!
I am King Glitter from the planet of Tri-Glint! I am Scary Rocket! I am Silver Fire! I
am Cosmic the Great! I am Sparkle Crystal Goggles! I am Princess Crunch! I am
Gem Pilot! I am Galactic Moon! I am Starrr’*♥Keisha the Super, a special girl of
the Silver Crystal Nebula!
Precious Purple is my name! Twinkle Wires is my name! Glitter Jump is my
name! My name and my nephew’s name! I am Astro-Mars from the planet of
Mars! I am Captain Boots from the planet of Kids! I am Secret Tiger from the
planet of WOW! My name is Luna-Boy! My name is Electric Seafly!!!!
You find my name when you look into the crystals.

Upon the Sky
If you hold the silver jewel gun and point it at the horizon, then stare really hard,
you can see me: Queen Giant. (I am the queen of role-playing!) I use my astrobelt to shine upon the sky a beacon: I stand on a mountain and reflect the sun
and make the whole world bright!

Helping / Dancing
I help the starship by licking and shining crystals! By pretending that I am flying!
By fixing dancing and magic dancing. Dancing. I can dance ballet and fightdance. (My pink Earth secret.)

Gorgeous
Gorgeous Tiger is my name! I am a tiger fireball from the planet of GORGEOUS!
My incredible hair and my space armor? Yes, I help the starship by being
gorgeous.

My Hands
I can eat food with my spoon! I can eat pencils with my hands! I can throw
purple diamonds with my strong hands! I can shoot fireballs with my fiery hands!
I can throw comets with my emerald hands and princess fingernails! I help the
starship by snapping my fingers three times and saying Go away.

My Spear
From the planet of Rocket Rescue, I can shoot rocket sky rays with my spear! I
can poke with my spear! With my asteroid spear! With my big risky spear and
with my helmet! Spear asteroids and meteorites in space. Throwing high, and
far.

My Eyes (And Goggles)
My name is bright goggles! I can destroy the Crystal Crunchers on sight and
smash their ancestors in space. I love my goggles. My crystal goggles. My
sparkle crystal goggles. My electro sparkle crystal goggles. My big sparkle
crystal goggles. I can eat my own goggles. Look out, Crystal Crunchers! I can
shoot fireballs with my eyes!

In Space
Turn enemies’ powers into popcorn in space. Wear a mask in space. Growl and
high five in space. Climb and protect emeralds in space. X-ray and shoot green
rays out of your eyes in space. Talk to aliens and make potions in space.
Become a visor and drool in space. Use meteo-lava power and radar and
combiner machine in space. Shoot lava and super-run in space. Fly and make
mountains appear in space.
Glitz and glam in space. Be incredible in space.

Ask Any Mom
Monkey Foo-Foo is my name! Every mom has heard I am amazing and how I
saved things! Has heard of my giant gloves and my special dragon! My alert
attitude! My wow and my chow! Every dad has heard of my traps! My superquest! My magical green hair!

Into the Clouds
I send x-ray explosive forces so powerful they will make everyone zoom into the
clouds. I can protect creatures with my cloud! I can surf with my cloud by
making cloud potions and creating an awesome fog! My secret power? I control
the clouds to conceal the ship and its crystals and crew!

Famous King
From an alien world, a king by the sea (glittering) waits. The most famous knight
in space, the most famous planet guard in space, the most famous doctor in
space, the most famous artist in space, King Venus floats on a purple beam.

Craters
I can quasar them into a crater, making mountains and craters with my magic
powers! I am Crater! I am Crater Astronaut! I am Astro-Crater! When the fog is
unleashed, the lava flows from my crater system! It is beautiful.

Lots of Talents
I can swim with my cosmic backstroke! I am great at helping the universe’s
animals! I can float in a space suit! I can do karate and jump in space! I can
annoy them with my mystic staff! I can throw lava and make light come out of
the sky! I can teleport and drill! I can surf with my jewel! I can escape from things
with my special gloves! I can shoot bubbles with my stars! I can peek-a-boo
with my lasers! I can munch fast with my teeth! I can explode with my helmet! I
can protect myself with my face!

Tiger Music
Behold! I am the Sky Tiger sent here over the wires to zap your ears with my
cosmic rhythm machine. I help by using my tiger gem and eating zucchini. I can
shoot ruby x-rays and ride a tiger in space! I can pursue with my tiger! The
music will make all this universe’s creatures wobble and squirm! Wobble and
squirm with me!

(Secret) Speed
I can run with my mom! I can fly fast with my orange starship! By painting the
ship orange! By racing aliens with my invisible speed gem!
I am secret speed.

Precious Love
I help the Starship Astrotron by protecting precious love and guarding the ship. I
leap into rainbow action! I jump from comets and asteroids! I have perfect aim! I
use quasars to heal the rift.

Fireball
The mysterious fog descends when my name is proclaimed: BIG FIREBALL!
With my pink fireball and my best jump roping, I am the most famous fire in
space! Racing across the stars, a fireball, soon to see new worlds.

How?
By working on computers and playing in space. By saving rubies and jewels. By
wearing my special, beautiful gown and shooting aliens. By helping Martians
and fixing orange crystals. By building more jets under the ship. By using lava as
glue. By unleashing an awesome rain cloud. By lifting great weight and making
our enemies say WOW! By using my magic wand and magic hair. By being great
and defending blue. By making silver and spinning jewels. By running with my
flee boots and gymnastics. By soldering and rocketing. By sharing and coloring
and cutting with orange scissors. By using my screwdriver and zooming through
space. By lifting big things and supplying gorgeous crystals. By flying the ship
and wearing rubies. By destroying the evil gem eater. By being victorious. By
tracking Crystal Crunchers on a computer. Check them fast!

Farewell for Now
I make diamonds, I look at glitter, I imagine giant things in space. I can tell
sparkles what to do with my beautiful power! Magical space, galaxies of glitter,
stars twinkling like wigs in the wind: I must soon return to my own nebula!
Goodbye, Captain Astro! I hope you enjoy Planet Pittsburgh!

